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Properly installing an impermeable barrier between the plates of a continuous flat-plate thermal diffusion column

may substantially

increase

the separation

efficiency

by reducing

the remixing

effect, while still

preserving

the

cascading effect. Theoretical considerations show that when the column is designed with the best barrier position,
maximumconcentration of top product, minimumconcentration of bottom product and maximumdegree of
separation

are obtained

simultaneously.

Introduction

control of the convective strength might effectively

Thermal diffusion is an unusual process which can
be used to separate mixtures that are hard to separate
by means of conventional methods such as distillation
or extraction. It was the great achievement of Clusius

preserving the desirable cascading effect, and thereby
lead to improved separation. Based on this concept,

suppress

and Dicker2} to introduce the thermogravitational
thermal diffusion column to make this separation
process practical. The first complete presentation
of

the
theory of the C-D column was given by Furry et
al.3)
A more detailed study of the mechanism of separation in the Clusius-Dickel column indicates that the

convective currents actually have two conflicting effects: a desirable cascading effect and an undesirable
remixing effect. The convective currents have a multistage effect which is necessary in securing high
separation,
and it is an essential
feature of the
Clusius-Dickel
column. However, since the convec-

this undesirable

remixing

effect while

still

some improved columns have been reported in the
literature,
such as inclined columns,1'5*
wired col-

umns,10'11}
inclined packed
moving-wall
columns,6)12)
rotary
columns,7'13'17'18)
columns,4'14*
rotary
wired
columns15'16) and permeable barrier columns.20 ~22)

Recently, Tsai and Yeh9) have developed a simple

but effective

batch-type

thermal

diffusion

column in

which an impermeable barrier is inserted between the
plates for properly adjusting the convective strength.
It is found that when the barrier is installed at the best

position, considerable
improvement in the degree of
separation and product concentrations is obtained

under fixed heat consumption. In general, a thermal

tive currents bring down the fluid at the top of the

diffusion column is designed for continuous operation. Therefore, it is the purpose of this work to
extend the separation theory and investigate
the
separation efficiency of a barrier column under continuous operation.

two components. It appears,

1. Column Theory

column, where it is rich in one component, to the
bottom of the column, where it is rich in the other
component, and vice versa, there is a remixing of the
therefore,
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that proper

should be addressed

S. W.
Tsai.

1.1 The open column
Consider
a continuous
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Kc =

__

(4)

tational thermal diffusion column filled with a binary
mixture. The distance between the plates is (oja + cob).
Furry et al.3) have presented an equation which gives
the separation for the column with top and bottom
products withdrawn at the same rate from both ends,
with the feed introduced at the center of the column,
and for the case when the concentration in the column
is everywhere between 0.3 to 0.7 weight fraction. At
steady state, the degree of separation obtainable is

where the dimensionless

column length

and dimen-

sionless product rate are defined as
L'=á",
&=JL
(2)
The transport

constants

Kc9

*pBPg{A by
T)2{o)A
given

6\fif

pp2Bg2(A

+ a)BY

(3)

l

T)2(ojA

)

+ coBy

9!/i2D

Kd = PDB(COA

During the derivation

H

H, Kc and Kd in Eq. (2) are

+ COB)

(5)

of the equations

above, all

physical properties, defined in the Nomenclature section, are evaluated at the reference temperature
T= Tm=(T1 + T2)l2
1.2 An improved column
Consider a continuous flat-plate thermal

^A

(6)

C,,A= C/>A+^-

diffusion

column with an impermeable barrier inserted between
the plates. The barrier has a thickness 3 comparable
to

the

distance

between

the

plates,

(COA-f-COB),

both ends for each section with the same flow rate.

The use of a truly impermeable barrier, such as a
metal sheet, has the effect of producing two open
columns side-by-side,
the two having equal heat fluxes
and a commontemperature at their junction. Since

the two sides, sections A and B, are separated everywhere by a barrier permitting heat flow but no mass
flow, each will operate independently, with no mass
exchange, except for the shared temperature gradient.
At steady state, the compositions in each section will
therefore depend on the feed composition.
the same derivation

(8)

Q,a = C/iA --^- (9)
where the transport constants are defined as

as

shown in Fig. 1. Feeds are introduced at the center of
the column and the products are withdrawn from

Following

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a continuous thermal diffusion column with vertical impermeable barrier inserted
between plates.

H ^PB^(AViK
6lfiTA

(10)

K Pp2g2B(AT)2
Acol
c A 9!/i2D(ll)
KdtA ~ pDBcoA

( 12)

The physical properties in the equations above are
evaluated at the reference temperature TA. The temperature difference and reference temperature for
section A are easily found by assuming the thermal
resistances between the plates in series. Hence, we
obtain
(AT)K= 0J*{AT)

as that performed

(13)

by Furry et al.,3) we obtain the separation equations
as follows.

and

1) For section A on thecold side
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fA= Tl +K-^ (14)
WT)A
2) For section B on the warm side All the equations have the same form as those for section A,
549

except that the subscript "A" is replaced by "B" and
ojJA T)

MT)B=

tt*=

(15)

(oA + COB -\- 8(k/k1)

(16)
A*=A

3)

For the whole column

walls under the same pressure drop is

proportional to the cube of the distance between the
plates, when only the forced
Accordingly,
we have

convection

(TA = <JC03A/((D3A

+ C0l)

gb

+ (dI)

= (T(oI/(co3a

I *=/I
n3-+n*3~

To compare the sepa-

ration efficiency with that obtained in the ClusiusDickel column, we may let CfA=CfB=Cf and
cr=crA+<jB. Moreover, the mass flow rate between
two parallel

is present.
(1

7)

(18)

Wemay also define the average quantities of products
as

^A

W,av ^f.av|7r3->7E3

ut,av

^b.av ^&,av m^n%^fo,av
(33)

Consequently, we conclude that Eqs. (25) to (27) are
symmetric around n3= 1 (i.e. (oA=a>B), and only the
value for n3< 1 need be considered.
2. Optimal Position of the Barrier
Equations

(25)

to (27)

can be used to obtain

the

optimal position of the barrier for maximumdegree
of separation, maximumconcentration of top product or minimum
concentration of bottomproduct.
Differentiating zlav, Cfav or Cb m with respect to the
channel width ratio n3 in Eqs. (25) to (27) and setting

Ct^ = (<JACuA

+ (JBCuB)/cj

(20)

the derivatives
to zero give the same necessary conditions for the optimal position of the barrier. The

cMv = (ffAQ,A

+ tfBQ,B)/°-

(21)

resultant equation is expressed in Eq. (34). For sim-

It is convenient to define the dimensionless groups as
n1

= d/(COA

^

+ COB)

(22)

^k/k,

7i3

plicity,

the subscript

= o;B/COA

5(74-

l)(7^-7r3+

(24)

difference

between the plates,

i.e.

+ {3(2n23
-8(1

5(n|-n3+l)

l)+

-3*3 +3)[1

+4X1 +tcIXI

arranged to give Eqs. (25) to (27) by use ofEqs. (2) to
(18) and Eqs. (22) to (24).
Zlav = (zlA+7r^B)/(l
Q,av= C/+^av/2

(26)
(27)

2(1 + 7C33)[1

2(1 + ti33)[1

5n*(n23-n3

x [Ttf+(1

(i+*i)

+n,n2)2(KJKc)-\

(1 + 7C|)7C1

(l+TtjHl+Tt^)2*!

(1 + nl)[n83

+ n3)8(Kd/Kc)f

+Tiifil

+n^)2

+(1 + n,n2)2{\

+7T3)8(1

+ n3)s(Kd/Kc)-]

+n\){\

+ n,n2)\KJKc)-]
+n^m +nj\KJKc)}

(/m +n^fil

+Jr1Jt2r

+n^9

+ 1)+{3(3tc|-3ti3+2)

(l+^m+^Tr,)2

+K3)s(l

+n^fil

2(1 +7t|)[7tf+(1

+ 7r17i2)

+(1 +7r3)8(l

+n3)7(Kd/Kc)\

+(1 + ntn2f{\

a'Uil

: exp

-8(1

in which

1 + j$[1

+nYn2)2{\

+nYn2)2{KdlKc)-]

(25)

+7r33)

Q,av= Q~^av/2
+ 7r3)5(l

+(1 +7t3)8(l

a'Lil

in the transport constants are not sensitive to the
reference temperature, Eqs. (19) to (21) can be re-

2o/(l

optimum has

been omitted.

AT, is not large or the products of physical properties

2a/(l

"op" denoting

(23)

If the temperature

550

(30)

\/n3

then, it is easy to show that

(A T)b

TB=T2-

If we let

i-m

+(1 + tt3)8(1

+ n^fiKJKJ]

: exp

+n,n2)2(l

a'Lil
2(1 + nl)[n\\

+nsfn*

+ n3f(KJK

+n^il

)-\2

+n^^nl

+(l + n,n2)\\

It is easy to verify that the equation
symmetric around n3=l. In general,

+ n3f(Kd/Kc)-]
(34)
above is also
the thermal

conductivity of the barrier is much larger than that of
the mixture. Accordingly, we may let (1 +7r17i2)^ 1.
The graphical solution of Eq. (34) has been calculated
and is presented in Fig. 2 with KJKd as parameter.
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such relative strength maylead to improved sepa-

ration. This is because for a given product rate and

fixed temperature gradient between the walls the
introduction
of an impermeable barrier will substantially
decrease both forced and natural convection strengths in each section. Therefore, properly
adjusting
the barrier position
might effectively
regulate the relative strength of convections in each

section, and consequently leads to improved separation with fixed L' and temperature gradient (or heat
consumption). It is concluded that when of increases,
the only wayto reduce the relative strength in each

section is to movethe barrier toward the hot plate (or
cold plate if tt3> 1).
3. Improvement of Separation
The improvementof separation by operating at the
optimal condition is best illustrated by calculating the
percentage increase in the degree of separation
ative to the open column.
r

v

av/max

rel-

^o

(^S\

4

Someresults are presented in Fig. 3 with KJKdas the
parameter. In addition, a numerical example for the
separation of benzene and ^-heptane liquid mixture is
given as follows.
Fig. 2. Optimal position of barrier,
less product

at various

parameters

and

physical properties of the mixture were found from
Perry's Handbook as:

product of dimension-

rate and degree of separation

Some equipment

o'L'

£=10cm,

with KJKdas parameter.

#=980cm/s2,

AT=42K,

The products of maximumdegree of separation and
dimensionless flow rate for the open columnand for
the improved column, operated at optimal conditions,
have been evaluated also and are presented in Fig. 2.
For simplicity, only values with n3< 1 are shownin
the figure. Once the degree of separation is given, we
may find Ctav and Cbav directly from Eqs. (26) and

f=301.K,

£/,a=C/,b=0.5

ju.=

a;A+<x>B=0.08cm,

for

benzene,

1.34 x l(T4exp(1072/f)

j8-=4.31

p=5.788

[g/cms],

x 10-2/(550.5-f)0641

[g/cm3-K],

(0.181-1.635

£=[2.47+4.65x

a=1.2,

10~2

x l(T4f)

[g/cm3],

(f-298)]x

1(T5

[cm2/s].

(27).

From Fig. 2, it is found that the optimal position of

the barrier moves toward the hot wall as o'L' increases for all values ofKJKd. Whenthe value of o'L'

is greater than two, the barrier should be located at
the hot or the cold wall,

i.e. there

is no need to

introduce the barrier. This behavior is quite different
from that of a batch-type barrier column,9) in which
the optimal position of the barrier should be located
at the center
KJKd> S0.

between

the

walls,

i.e.

7C3=1,

for

It is easy to verify from Eq. (1) that the degree of
separation

decreases

sharply

as the dimensionless

product rate o' increases from zero. Accordingly, one
may conclude that the relative strength of the forced
convection to the natural convection has a profound
effect on the separation
VOL
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efficiency,

and that reducing

Substituting these values into Eqs. (3) to (5) yields
H=1.028x

10-2

ATd= 1.663x

[g/s],

Kc=2.012

[gcm/s],

lO"5 [gcm/s]

Somecalculated results are presented in Table 1 with
column length and mass flow rate as parameters.
4.

Discussion
The equation

for obtaining

the optimal

barrier

position has been derived and is presented graphically

in Fig. 2 with KJKd as the parameter. However, due
to the symmetry of the equation around %=1, only
values with n3 < 1 are considered. From the figure, it is
found that

as o'Lf increases,

the

optimal

barrier

position will move toward the hot or the cold wall.
551

Table 1. Comparison of degree of separation for open and improved columns with column length and mass flow rate as parameters
L=80cm

G
5.0
8.33
1.33
1.67

fe/s]
x

L=100cm

Ao %,op 4v,max I
[%]

lO"3
x lO~3
x lO"2
x lO"2

14.89
14.16
13.15
12.53

[%]

0.24
0.17
0.ll
0.09

22.93
18.27
14.99
13.79

[%]

L=120cm

Ao ^.op ZJav>max /

54
29
14
10

[%]

18.26
17.16
15.67
14.77

[%]

0.21
0.14
0.09
0.06

AQ 7l^op Jav>max /

[%]

26.30
20.59
16.92
15.36

[%]

44
20
8
4

[%]

21.50
19.97
17.94
16.74

0.18
0.12
0.06
0.04

[%]

28.81
22.97
18.66
17.07

34
15
4
2

whenthe above assumptions fail.8) Moreover, all the
results obtained in this paper are valid only when the
fluid in the column is in the laminar flow range.

C onclusion
It has been shown that the undesirable remixing
effect in a flat-plate column can be effectively reduced

by properly inserting a vertical impermeable barrier
between the plates, thereby leading to improved sepa-

ration

with

little

increase,

if any,

in total

cost.

Basically, the degrees of separation for the improved
columns reported in the literature have the same form
as Eq. (1), except that the transport constants H, Kc
and Kd are multiplied
by modifying
factors.19)
Consequently, the results obtained here can also be
used in all
those columns.
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Fig. 3. Improvement of degree of separation
open column with KJKdas parameter.
Eventually,

when the value

of o'L'

relative

is greater

to

Nomenclature
B
= column width
[cm]
C
= weight fraction of component 1 in binary

than

Cb,Cf,Cf = Cin bottom product, feed stream and top

two, the barrier should be located at one of the walls,
i.e. there is no need to introduce a barrier. Wehave
also calculated the products of the dimensionless flow
rate and the degree of separation for the open column
and for the improved column operated at the optimal
condition. The results are shown graphically in Fig. 2
with KJKd as parameter. It is found that n3 op and
^'^av.max are insensitive to KJKdwhen its value
exceeds one thousand. Onecan also find the optimal
position of the barrier from Eq. (34) as the value of
KJKdis smaller than one. However, this calculation is
not essential because the value of KJKdis generally
large,

as shown in the numerical example for the

separation of benzene and w-heptane liquid mixture.

During the derivation of the equations above, the
most important assumptions are that the concentration in the column is everywhere in the range

0.3<C<0.7 and the products of physical properties

in the transport constants are insensitive
to the reference temperature. Modifications may be required
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mixtures

D
g

[-]

product, respectively
= ordinary diffusion
coefficient
= gravitational

acceleration

[-]
[cm2/s]
[cm/s2]

H
/

= transport constant defined by Eq. (3)
[g/s]
= improvement of separation defined by Eq. (35)
h
Jx-od>Jx-td= mass flux of component 1 in horizontal
direction due to ordinary and thermal diffusion,
respectively
[g/s cm2]
Jz-od = mass flux of component 1 in vertical direction
due to diffusion
[g/s cm2]
Kc,Kd = transport constants defined by Eqs. (4) and (5),
respectively
[g cm/s]
k, k1 = thermal conductivities for mixture and
barrier respectively
[cal/cm s à" K]
L
= columnlength
[cm]
f
= reference temperature
[K]
Tm = arithmetic mean temperature
[K]
Tlf T2

AT
a

= temperatures of the cold and hot plates
respectively

= difference in temperature of hot and
cold plates
= thermal

diffusion

constant
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P

= thermal expansion coefficient
-(dp/dT)

defined as

[g/cm3

4) Lorenz, M. and A. H. Emery, Jr.:
-

A

= degree of separation defined by concentration
difference between top and bottom products [-]
3
= thickness of barrier
[cm]
ju
= viscosity of mixture
[g/cm s]
nx,n2,n3 = dimensionless groups defined by Eqs. (22), (23)
and (24)

p
g

co

= density of mixture
= mass flow rate of top or bottom product
= thickness

[g/cm3]
[g/s]

of section
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